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The Holland Christian Community cordially welcomes you to the Tuition Grant Fund Auction 2016

October 8, 2016

6:00 PM
Doors Open
Punch Bowl

6:15 PM
Buy-A-Line Auction Begins
Buy-A-Gift Card Wall Opens

7:00 PM
Buy-a-Line Auction Closes
Welcome and Prayer
Dinner Begins

8:00 PM
Heads or Tails Game
HC Live Auction 2016

9:45 PM
Closing Remarks
As the book of Joshua opens, God reminds His people through the words of Rahab how the people were delivered from the hands of the Egyptians. Through God’s miraculous power, the sea split, the people of God walked through on dry land, and Pharaoh and his army were swallowed up by the sea.

In Joshua 3, the people are standing on the shores yet again—this time, not with their oppressors behind them, but the Promised Land before them. Here at the Jordan River God calls them to make the first move. He has promised them that His faithfulness endures, and He will protect them and give them victory over their enemies and even over the torrent of a flood-staged river.

At the Red Sea, God moved by dividing the sea for them to step out onto dry ground; at the shores of the Jordan River, God calls them to first step out into the water, and then He would divide the water and bring his people across on dry land. They have already been rescued, redeemed, but now are asked to show their faith in their Redeemer.

The people of God needed to trust what God had done in the past and how he promised to be faithful in order to see His miraculous movement and deliverance. Too often we simply stand on the shores of life. We are waiting for God to move in mighty and miraculous ways, and then we promise to follow. And when God does move in that way, we will follow. What the story of the Jordan River teaches us is that God has already proven Himself faithful. He is now asking (and waiting) for us to lean into His faithfulness and move, to get off the shore, get in the water, and then to see more of his mighty acts.
But first, we must be all in.

Holland Christian has been witness to God’s faithfulness for 115 years. As we look back, there have been years of plenty and years of drought. There have been years where God’s hand was easily evident and we found ourselves in God’s green pastures.

But there have also been hard years. We have been through the valley of the darkest shadow, but God has always been faithful. This is true for us as an institution, and this is true for the individual families that make up the HC Family. In full confidence of God’s past faithfulness, we will continue to lean into God’s perfect faithfulness this year and move boldly and courageously into the mission He has given us.

In early August, the entire staff met to kick off the new school year and dive in to our 2016-2017 theme. It was a great day. At the end of this day Dan asked us to all gather as a group for prayer. He asked to put our arms around each other and reflect for a moment on what we’d learned about being all in with one another this year. I wish every parent, grandparent, alumni, supporter and donor could have been there. It was beautiful, moving, and helped set the tone for the year.

We want to be “All In.” If we are, God has promised we will see His hand move in mighty and miraculous ways for His glory and the advancement of His Kingdom.

“Let the message of Christ dwell among you richly as you teach and admonish one another with all wisdom through psalms, hymns, and songs from the Spirit, singing to God with gratitude in your hearts. And whatever you do, whether in word or deed, do it all in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God the Father through him.” Colossians 3:16-17
Dear Friends of Holland Christian,

Thank you for registering for the 2016 Tuition Grant Fund Auction. We are truly thankful for your faithful and generous support. The proceeds from the auction are an essential part of the $1,000,000 Holland Christian has budgeted for distribution to our families for this school year.

We are thrilled you are planning to attend the auction. The committee has been making plans for this evening since the beginning of the year. It has taken effort and support from so many different people and companies to put together what we have to present to you. And now we have the items ready to present to you so that you can read over them and make the auction successful!

We are humbled and thankful for your generous support, and for the support of those who’ve donated items. Generosity like this allows us to fulfill our mission of equipping minds and nurturing hearts to transform the world for Jesus Christ. We are grateful for the community that is Holland Christian. Thank you - we are blessed by your prayers, your time, your commitment and support of Holland Christian. We look forward to seeing you October 8, and together we’ll be “All In”.

Troy Dokter
Director of Advancement
A special thank you to our Corporate Sponsors, Event Partners and Auction Committee

**Corporate Sponsors**
- Aukema & Company
- Geenen DeKock Properties
- Gentex Corporation
- Hop Insurance Agency
- Lakeshore Property Management
- Mechanical Transplanter Company
- Ridgeview Industries
- John and Judy Spoelhof Foundation
- Scott and Jan Spoelhof Foundation
- Stu’s Welding & Fabrication
- TNT Roofing

**Event Partners**
- Alpen Rose Restaurant
- Eastern Floral
- Franklin Press
- Holland Christian Jazz Band

**Auction Committee**
- Anne Bushouse
- Laurien Dannenberg
- Erin Docter
- Jessica Hoekstra
- Amy Houskamp
- Tricia Koops
- Mercedes Saurbaugh
- Sandy Visser
- Jessica Westra
- Laurie Wierda
- Heather-Lee Wysong
Buy-A-Line Auction Rules

Your bid number is registered in your name and is your number for the evening’s bidding in both the live and buy-a-line auctions.

All items in the Buy A Line Auction have bid sheets attached or near them. To have the opportunity to win an item, write your name and bid number on the line or lines you choose on the bid sheet. Each signature represents an obligation to pay the amount stated on the bid sheet whether you win or lose. Winners are determined by random drawings.

Payments must be made in full the evening of the Auction. Cash, check, Visa and MasterCard will be accepted as payment. There will be no exchanges or refunds on any item. All sales are final.

It is the responsibility of each successful bidder to remove each item from the Auction facility the night of the Auction.

The Donor estimates the item’s value. Each successful bidder should consult his/her own tax advisor for advice as to tax consequences resulting from or related to the bid or purchase.

Failure for whatever reason to arrange for the trip, meal, party, etc. within the time limit and according to the specified conditions releases the donor and/or HCS from all obligations. Please honor all stated expiration dates.

Live Auction Rules

All guests will be registered before the Auction through their ticket information. Each guest will receive a bidder number. All guests, by participation in the bidding process, agree to abide by the terms and conditions of the Auction, both printed in the program and announced the evening of the event.

Your bid number is registered in your name and is your number for the evening’s bidding in both the live and buy-a-line auctions.

In the event of a dispute, the Auctioneer reserves the right to reject any or all bids. He may use his sole discretion to place any item back up for bid and may resell the item to the highest bidder. The Auctioneer’s decision is final.

Individuals who attend and choose to participate in the Auction assume all risk of damage or loss to person and property, and specifically release the Auctioneer and agents of HCS from all liability.

Payments must be made in full the evening of the Auction. Cash, check, Visa and MasterCard will be accepted as payment. There will be no exchanges or refunds on any item. All sales are final.

It is the responsibility of each successful bidder to remove each item from the Auction facility the night of the Auction.

The Donor estimates the item’s value. Each successful bidder should consult his/her own tax advisor for advice as to tax consequences resulting from or related to the bid or purchase.

Failure for whatever reason to arrange for the trip, meal, party, etc. within the time limit and according to the specified conditions releases the donor and/or HCS from all obligations. Please honor all stated expiration dates.
Heads or Tails Game Rules

Everyone will be charged $5.00 to play the game.

The auctioneer will ask everyone to stand up.

Guests will be asked to predict the result of the auctioneer’s coin toss, and to indicate his or her choice of head or tail by placing their hand on their own “head” or “tail.”

Once the auctioneer tosses the coin and reveals the result, all those having chosen incorrectly are eliminated and must sit down.

Participants remaining will be asked to predict the outcome of the next coin toss and indicate their new choice. Play continues as such until only one participant remains standing and is the winner.

The winner goes home with a crisp $100 bill!

Buy A Gift Card Wall Rules

Each $35 donation affords you the choice of any one of the gift cards located on our gift card wall.

Check in with the committee member at the wall, sign your name and bidder number on the line associated with the number of gift card you wish to pick. You can then pick that gift card off the wall.

All gift cards are worth at least $20, range in value from $20 to $100 and can be used at various restaurants and stores in Holland.
Menu

Mixed Greens with Apple, Pear, Plum, Feta and Walnuts served with Apple Vinaigrette
Pretzel Crusted Cod in Dijon Cream
Chicken Alpine with Bowtie Pasta
Pork Tenderloin in a Mushroom Cream Sauce
Butternut Squash Mashed Potatoes
Butternut Squash with Cherry Bacon and Sage
Carved Prime Rib with Au Jus and Horseradish Sauce

Dessert

Port Chocolate Ganache Tart with Raspberry
Banana Cake with Cream Cheese Frosting
Buy-A-Line Items

101 WindPouch Inflatable Hammock  12 bids for $20
Be comfortable anywhere with the World’s Best Inflatable Hammock! The highest quality inflatable hammock on the market! Made with Polyurethane-Coated Diamond Lattice Ripstop Nylon for superior durability, water, dirt and UV resistance. Floats on water! Unrivaled accessories include a rust-resistant anodized metal carabiner and bottle opener, an anodized aluminum securing stake, securing stability loop, and water-resistant ripstop nylon carrying case. Inflates in seconds without a pump! Scoop air into each sleeve, roll the end and connect the securing buckle.

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

102 Remote Control Boat  12 Bids for $15
Take to the water with the compact and convenient Pro Boat® React™ 9 Deep-V, a dynamic self-righting 9-inch Deep-V that will never leave you “up a creek without a paddle”. This intuitive RTR comes out of the box equipped with impressive features that give you the edge over the competition. Thanks to a potent 180 size brushed motor under its canopy, the React 9 makes it easy to overpower your competition with speeds in excess of 12.5+ MPH. In the event you push the boat past its limit and go belly up, getting the React 9 back to a race-ready position is as simple as “rocking the boat” by hammering the throttle backward and forward.

Donated by Cobblestone Hobbies and Corporate Sponsors

103 Tory Burch Tote  12 Bids for $40
Navy and White stripe, packable tote. The colors are amazing and it’s lightweight! Great tote to carry your extras!

Donated by Friends of Holland Christian

104 Lilly Pulitzer Gift Card  12 Bids for $40
With this $250 gift card for Lilly Pulitzer, you will be sure to have fun shopping! Spend it all yourself for that perfect outfit and shoes, or buy gifts for your loved ones!

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

105 Bose Quiet Comfort Noise Cancelling Headphones  12 Bids for $65
Put yourself in quiet time with these acoustic noise-canceling headphones. These comfortable headphones connect easily to personal audio devices such as MP3 players, laptops, and tablets and come with a detachable audio cable.

Donated by Corporate Sponsors
106  Char-Broil Electric Smoker  12 Bids for $45
How does smoked pork ribs sound for your next backyard barbeque? If you’ve always wanted to smoke your own meats and cheeses, give this quality Char-Broil smoker a try. This smoker features insulated, double-wall construction, advanced control panel with easy-read, blue LED display, removable food thermometer, glass door and stainless steel, dual-tone finish. The large, stainless steel locking latch provides a smoke-tight seal.
  Donated by Corporate Sponsors

107  Video Doorbell  12 Bids for $20
Help your family stay safe by being able to see and speak with visitors from your smartphone or tablet, whether you’re upstairs or across town. This doorbell has alerts and live video triggered by motion detection or ringing the doorbell. Built-in night vision add to the security this doorbell provides. WiFi Compatibility Requirements: Wi-Fi internet connection (802.11 b/g/n 2.4Ghz).
  Donated by Friends of Holland Christian

108  Snap Circuits Discovery Kit  12 Bids for $15
Elenco®s new Snap Circuits® makes learning electronics easy and fun! Just follow the colorful pictures in our manual and build exciting projects! Projects include, an Optical Theremin, Echo effects, Voice changer - Record voice or music. You can connect the unit to your smart phone and analyze sounds with downloadable apps. A color organ can be controlled by iPod or other MP3 player, voice or finger. This set includes full-color manual with easy to follow instructions. With over 50 parts and over 165 projects to complete, you and your child can prepare for Maker’s Week with endless hours of learning and fun!
  Donated by Corporate Sponsors

109  Complete Auto Detail and Works Package  12 Bids for $40
The professionals at Barber Ford will make your vehicle look like new! The exterior will be washed and waxed, and the interior will be sparkling and fresh. This complete auto detail and works package which includes tire rotation, multi-point inspection and oil change. Please note *the works package is not available on diesels*. (Expires on Oct. 8, 2017)
  Donated by Barber Ford

110  Vera Bradley 3 piece Set  12 Bids for $40
This multi-piece travel package from the much-loved Vera Bradley handbag company has it all. In the adorable Lilac Tapestry pattern, this package includes one Grand Traveler duffle, a Stow N Go Jewelry keeper and a makeup bag that will keep all your items neat and tidy while travelling!
  Donated by Friends of Holland Christian
111 Convertible Hand Truck 12 bids for $15
Whether moving or simply helping relocate heavy items, this is the perfect hand cart for transporting supplies or equipment. Not only can it be used as a 2-wheel hand truck, but it also can be converted to a 4-wheel hand cart. The heavy duty steel construction and pneumatic tires make it ideal.

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

112 Apple Watch - White 12 Bids for $70
Get the latest in technology with this White Apple Watch Sport with sport band. This lightweight watch is strengthened with Ion-X glass and with its aluminum case is the lightest Apple watch to date. Because it’s made from a custom high-performance fluoroelastomer, the Sport Band is durable and strong, yet surprisingly soft. The smooth, dense material drapes elegantly across your wrist and feels comfortable next to your skin. An innovative pin-and-tuck closure ensures a clean fit. Splash and Water resistant, but not to be submerged in water, as it’s not waterproof! Also has a heart rate sensor, accelerometer and gyroscope, and ambient light sensor.

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

113 Natural Light 24 Can Beer Cooler with Assorted Beer 12 bids for $30
This is a fun cooler to use for tailgating, the man cave or camping! The can shaped beer cooler holds 24 cans and plugs in! It comes filled with your favorite selection of Anheuser Busch products!

Donated by Mervenne Beverage

114 Three Micro Peels 12 Bids for $30
The MicroPeel is a simple process that removes the outermost layer of the skin. This outermost layer can prevent you from having better skin because it is composed of dead skin cells, clogged pores and superficial pigmentation. The procedure is safe and only takes about 30 minutes. A MicroPeel begins by gently cleansing the skin to remove the surface oils and dead skin layer. A mild solution of alpha-hydroxy acid is then applied to help remove the dead skin cells and cellular debris.

Donated by Plastic Surgery Arts of West Michigan Dr. Dodde

115 Stihl Handheld Blower 12 Bids for $25
The Stihl BG 55 handheld blower features a sleek design that provides reliable performance. Every inch of this gasoline powered blower has been engineered for optimal performance and fuel efficiency, giving you the power you need to clean up leaves and lawn clippings fast.

Donated by Greenmark Equipment

116 Wave Youth Kayak & Paddle 12 Bids for $20
Your son or daughter will have hours of fun with this Wave Youth Kayak and paddle. This bright blue kayak is 6 feet long and features a swim-up deck, carry handle, and multiple foot-rest positions.

Donated by Corporate Donors
117  The Dog Barn (2) $35 Gift Certificates 12 Bids for $10
You can use these 2 $35 Gift Certificates for grooming or boarding services. Let the experienced and knowledgeable staff at the Dog Barn make your pet look his best with their professional grooming service. Or use their boarding services and leave your precious pet in their capable care while you are away.
   Donated by The Dog Barn

118  Royce Leather Sports Travel Duffel Bag 12 Bids for $15
A Royce Leather Sports Travel Duffel Bag is perfect for weekend getaways or heading to the gym. Its spacious main compartment provides plenty of room for sports gear and clothes that stay securely inside thanks to a top zipper closure. Side and front zippered pockets offer even more storage space. This leather duffel bag comes with 2 carry handles and a removable, adjustable strap for easy transporting.
   Donated by Friends of Holland Christian

119  Gallery Clock 12 bids for $25
This oversized gallery wall clock features an aged black finish and “Fulton St., Greenway NYC” on the dial. Measuring 36” in diameter this clock will make a great addition to any home!
   Donated by Ditto Upscale Retail

120  Paint-A-Pot and Peek-A-Boutique Gift Certificate 12 Bids for $15
Treat yourself and 5 others to creative fun with this $60 gift certificate to Paint-A-Pot. Create memories as well as a one of a kind mug, plate or other ceramic piece. While you’re there, use this $10 gift card to the upscale children’s consignment shop next door, Peek-A-Boutique.
   Donated by Paint-A-Pot and Peek-A-Boutique

121  John Deere Ride-On Gator 12 Bids for $75
The special child in your life will be sure to give you big hugs when you come home with this amazing John Deere 12 Volt XUV Gator Ride-On Toy. This Gator features 2 speeds plus reverse with a 2nd gear lockout for beginners and 3-position Smart Pedal accelerator for longer riding time. Knobby wheels provide traction on grass, dirt, gravel, or pavement. Maximum weight is 130 pounds for 2 riders. The perfect outdoor toy for kids ages 3-8.
   Donated by Greenmark Equipment

122  Gift Card to Jean Marie’s 12 Bids for $20
Enjoy shopping at this trendy store in Holland! Located just outside of Downtown on Chicago Drive, this store offers a variety of clothing and accessories any woman would want as part of her wardrobe. Have fun shopping with this $100 gift card to Jean Marie’s.
   Donated by Jean Marie’s and Corporate Sponsors
123 TCL Roku Smart LED TV 12 Bids for $40
Endless entertainment awaits you with this Roku TV! A personalized home screen puts your favorite cable, satellite, or over-the-air TV; streaming channels, gaming console, and other devices front-and-center. Inputs included are 3 HDMI, 1 USB, RF, Composite, Headphone Jack, Optical Audio Out.

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

124 Varsity Maroon For a Game - Boy 12 Bids for $10
Your son can choose his favorite varsity sport and join the team for a home game or meet. Cross Country, Tennis, Football, Golf, Soccer, Basketball, Swimming, Lacrosse or Track...win this item and your Little Maroon and a friend can join the big guys on the sidelines for a game. Minimum graduation year 2029 for this experience.

Donated by Holland Christian Athletic Department

125 Holland Peanut Store Gift Basket 12 Bids for $20
Sample an array of Fabiano’s homemade candies, fresh roasted nuts, and unique gifts in this generous gift basket from one of Downtown Holland’s iconic gems, The Holland Peanut Store.

Donated by Holland Peanut Store

126 Small Black Onyx Fuf Chair 12 Bids for $25
All it takes is one sit to understand exactly why the one-of-a-kind Fuf Collection has brought bean bags out of your grandparent’s dusty basement and into college campuses, bedrooms and living rooms around the world. This small black onyx fuf chair is perfectly filled with Comfort Research’s patented memory foam. The hardest part about sitting down on any Fuf is convincing yourself it’s time to get up.

Donated by Comfort Research

127 Hope College Science Camp 12 bids for $25
Send a child to a week of Hope Science Camp next summer for a fun and educational experience to remember. From “The Science of Star Wars” to “Lego Tykes” to “3D Modeling and Printing,” Hope College offers over 35 different sessions with exciting opportunities for children from Pre-K to 12th grade to explore hands-on the wonderful world of science and more (For Summer 2017 only).

Donated by Hope College Science Camp

128 Stainless Steel Shop-Vac 12 Bids for $20
Cleaning is made easy with this stainless steel tank shop vac. This shop vac has a tank dolly with easy roll casters, a 6 foot power cord, rear blower port and on board cord and tool storage. Great for use on your vehicle, home or patio.

Donated by Corporate Sponsors
129  GoPro HERO 4  12 Bids for $55
An HD-quality, waterproof video camera, the GoPro HERO4 was born from a passion to capture your adventures from your perspective. This top-notch camera is made to take a beating and keep on filming at professional quality standards. The HERO4 is smaller and lighter than the original HERO and includes assorted mounting hardware to help you capture your epic moves from the best angle. Additional features include 1080P, 60 FPS and 12 mp.

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

130  Gift Certificate to Tip Toes  12 bids for $20
$100 towards your purchase at Tip Toes where you can choose from hand-picked items that parents approve of and babies will drool over.

Donated by Tip Toes

131  5 Drawer Tool Cabinet and 8-Drawer Tool Chest  12 Bids for $50
This Performax 27 in. 5-Drawer Tool Cabinet provides numerous storage options for all your tools and hardware. (3) medium and (2) large drawers have 7,016 cubic inches of storage and are ideal for standard tools, supplies and power tools. Heavy-duty steel construction with industrial powder-coat paint finish means this cabinet is built to last. Can’t find that hammer or screwdriver when you need it? Keep all your tools organized with this 8 drawer heavy-duty steel construction tool cabinet which sits nicely on top! Keep your tools neat and tidy and never wonder where they are again!

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

132  Two Barber Ford Works Packages  12 Bids for $20
Let the professionals at Barber Ford get your car working in tip top shape with these two certificates for a Works Package! They will perform a tire rotation, oil change and multi point inspection. Please note this is not available for diesels. (Expires Oct. 8, 2017)

Donated by Barber Ford

133  Bosch Laser Measure  12 Bids for $20
Extreme accuracy and measuring to within 1/16” this laser measure is a great addition to any tool box! Full feature offering includes area, distance, length, volume, continuous measurement, addition and subtraction. It is backlit for increased visibility in low-light conditions and is pocket sized for easy access.

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

134  LEGO Cargo Train Set with Tracks  12 Bids for $30
Move heavy goods – and animals – around the city with the super-powerful LEGO® City Cargo Train! Includes 4 minifigures: forklift driver, train driver, farmer and a truck driver. This fun Cargo Train features a motorized locomotive with 8-channel, 7-speed infrared remote control, driver’s cabin with opening doors and dashboard, plus a cattle wagon and 2 cargo wagons. The cattle wagon features a cow, trough, bales of straw, bucket of milk and a strong fence with 2 gates. The fuel wagon features a fuel tank with chain, pallet with wheelbarrow and a forklift. Your son or daughter will have endless hours of fun imaginative play with this Lego set!

Donated by Corporate Sponsors
135  Russ’ Gift Certificates  
12 bids for $25
Enjoy $100 worth of “homemade goodness” from Russ’. Eat well at breakfast, lunch, or dinner, or indulge with any one of their delicious pies. Good at any Russ’ location.

Donated by Friends of Holland Christian

136  Generac Portable Generator  
12 Bids for $75
Wherever you need power, this super quiet, compact generator will is exactly what you need. It features two 5-20R outlets with electronic overload protection and one 12 volt battery charging outlet. It provides 2000 running watts and 2200 starting watts. With Flex Power - it conserves fuel and reduces noise by optimizing engine speed. Great for home, tailgating, camping or anywhere you need power!

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

137  1 Cartooning Summer Camp for a Student  
12 bids for $15
Do you have a young budding artist in your life? This gift certificate is for a cartooning summer camp for one student from GooGenius: The Cartoon Company, held in conjunction with Hope College’s Summer Science Camps June, 2017. Choose between Classic Cartooning for 2nd grade through 12th grade students or Comics, Manga and Graphic Novels for 4th grade through 12th grade students. Fifteen hours of concentrated fun and learning! Campers will leave with a completed comic strip or collective graphic novel, a treasury of everyone’s work to enjoy!

Donated by GooGenius Wade Gugino

138  YETI Hopper 30  
12 bids for $60
The YETI® Hopper™ is the first 100% leakproof, portable cooler that’s built for the long haul and can keep ice for days. It’s reliable. It’s convenient. It’s easy to carry and designed for those on the go. Its DryHide™ Shell is puncture-resistant while the HydroLok™ Zipper is the best cooler zipper ever, period. The Hopper 30 can hold 24 cans (with the suggested 2:1 ice-to-contents ratio), six footlong subs, or four tubs of ice cream — a pretty impressive haul for just one cooler. But the Hopper’s not your ordinary soft-sided cooler — in fact, it’s anything but soft.

Donated by Crown Motors

139  Tuition Voucher for $500  
12 bids for $75
Tuition voucher good towards any HC student’s tuition. GO MAROONS!

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

140  Bosch 18 Volt 2-Tool Combo Kit  
12 Bids for $35
This 2-tool combo kit features the Bosch 18V Lithium-ion 1/2” drill/driver and impact driver. The battery is built for optimum battery life and performance. These are the most compact and lightest weight drill/drivers in their class. They deliver better balance and control of the tool in tight areas while providing the best runtime and torque control.

Donated by Corporate Sponsors
141  Herman Miller Aeron Chair  12 bids for $100
Herman Miller’s award-winning Aeron chair is part of the permanent collection of New York’s Museum of Modern Art. The Aeron adapts naturally and adjusts precisely to fit people of all sizes and postures. Enjoy the all-day ergonomic support, comfortable suspension, natural tilt, and distinctive aesthetics of this outstanding office chair.

Donated by Jeremy and Tiffany Brieve

142  One Night Use of Sports Quest Facility  12 bids for $50
Looking for the ULTIMATE birthday party or family gathering? You will love the Sports Quest Facility which is located in Zeeland and includes an indoor baseball field, batting cages, basketball court, and indoor tennis courts. There are plenty of tables and chairs, as well as a full kitchen so you can feed your hungry crew.

Donated by Request Foods

143  Landshark Bundle  12 bids for $40
This Landshark sign with neon light will be a fun addition to a game room or Tiki Bar. This fun package includes Landshark beer and other beach themed items.

Donated by Mervenne Beverage

144  Costco Membership  12 bids for $10
Enjoy a 1-year membership at this popular warehouse club. Costco is committed to bringing the best possible prices on quality, brand name merchandise. You will love the convenience of this one stop shopping. If you currently have a Costco membership, you will be able to add 1 year onto your expiration date.

Donated by Friends of Holland Christian

145  Apple iPad Mini 2  12 Bids for $55
The Apple iPad Mini 2 has 32GB of flash memory and 1GB of RAM memory. The iOS 7, 7.9 inches Display and 10-hour battery life makes it easy to snap pictures, take video, talk to loved ones, get your email or work anywhere, anytime. Choose from literally thousands of apps in the App Store!

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

146  20 Gallon Air Compressor  12 Bids for $45
This 2 wheeled portable air compressor is just what you need to finally check off all those home projects off your to-do list. Features include a low maintenance, oil free pump, space saving and long lasting induction motor, 2.5 HP and 135 PSI. The rubber wheels and welded handle allow for easy moving.

Donated by Corporate Sponsors
147 $250 Service or Body Shop Gift Certificate 12 Bids for $25
Whether you need maintenance, service, or repair, DeNooyer Chevrolet will treat your car with care. Take this $250 certificate to the body shop or the service department at DeNooyer for use on your choice of hundreds of services.

*Donated by DeNooyer Chevrolet*

148 GoPro HERO Session 12 Bids for $35
Document those adventures with the GoPro Session! Simple, grab-and-go operation with a compact, waterproof design and weight of just 2.6oz (74g), HERO Session is the perfect camera for first-time GoPro users. Easy one-button control press the button once to power on the camera and begin capturing video or photos automatically. Designed to withstand extreme environments and conditions, HERO Session is waterproof to 33’ (10m), no housing needed. Stunning GoPro video quality records stunning 1440p30, 1080p60 and 720p100 video. Powerful photo capture captures 8MP single photos, 10 fps burst photos and 0.5 to 60 second time-lapse photos.

*Donated by Corporate Sponsors*

149 Nine West Luggage 12 Bids for $35
Travel in style with this smart looking black and white Nine West Naia 24” spinner and matching carry-on tote. This collection is sturdy and with its 4 wheel technology it is easy maneuver around busy airports.

*Donated by Friends of Holland Christian*

150 Captain Sundae Mini Golf and Ice Cream Package 12 Bids for $25
Shoot for a hole in one when you and your family and friends enjoy 8 rounds of mini golf at the new Pirate’s Landing Mini Golf course. Once you have worked up an appetite, use this $30 ice cream voucher to enjoy a yummy sundae or other refreshments at Captain Sundae!

*Donated by Captain Sundae*

151 Cannondale Felicity - Women’s 12 Bids for $90
Cannondale’s Felicity is the total package: a light and lively commuter that rolls into your life fully equipped for urban adventure. The elegant aluminum frame features a svelte step-through design, a head’s-up riding posture, and integrated commuting essentials, like a rear rack, custom metal fenders, and kickstand. Light aluminum wheels are matched with city-tough Kenda tires, while powerful Tektro mechanical disc brakes offer incredible all-weather stopping power. The road ahead is rarely flat, and SRAM’s 3-speed i-Motion rear hub has the gear range to soar over the ups and downs of your commute. A spread of Cannondale’s own excellent components and a women’s specific saddle ensure that rider comfort stays high and that you’ll enjoy your commute even more.

*Donated by VeloCity Cycles*
152  Wildtree Gift Basket  12 Bids for $20
Thrill your taste buds with this basket of delicious products from Wildtree. Wildtree is a company that believes in making a positive impact on a global scale. Their line of all-natural and organic products are made with your family in mind. With Wildtree products you can easily and healthfully create delicious meals in no time. Some of the items included in this basket are Banana Bread Mix, Basil Pesto Sauce, Fajita Seasoning, Garlic Galore, Garlic and Natural Grapeseed Oils, Heavenly Chocolate Mousse mix and much more!

Donated by Sandra Visser

153  6 Reserved Seats at HCMS Play With Valet Parking  12 Bids for $10
The HCMS play is sure to sell out again this year. Here’s your chance to own the best 6 seats in the house when the curtain opens for this year’s production! Enjoy watching the Class of 2024’s aspiring thespians perform another great play! The play usually is performed in February.

Donated by Holland Christian Middle School

154  Keurig K145 Brewing System  12 Bids for $25
Your morning cup of coffee never tasted so good - or brewed so fast! Enjoy custom coffee with Keurig’s K-145 Brewing system with a choice of 3 cup sizes (6 oz., 8 oz. and 10 oz.). Included is an easy cleaning and refilling with removable 48 oz. water reservoir and auto-off turns brewer off after 2 hours.

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

155  PlusOne Coaching  12 bids for $30
Dr. Andrew Gorter, PCC, is the owner of Plus One Coaching, LLC and is offering three (3) coaching sessions, plus one preliminary meeting and two assessments, RightPath 4 & 6. Andrew is a Professional Certified Coach with the International Coach Federation. He has pastored two congregations, runs a non-profit counseling service, and coaches leaders in business and ministry. He helps leaders build trust in those they lead to pursue change that creates growth for the organizations they serve. Invest in yourself and discover how the Lord is calling you to move forward into what’s next.

Donated by Dr. Andrew Gorter

156  Generac Pressure Washer  12 Bids for $55
Use this power washer to clean everything from your car to the patio. Designed with ergonomics in mind, the cushion grip handle improves comfort during cleaning. And you can hold the easy-to-pull spray trigger with minimal effort, reducing fatigue. Featuring a Generac OHV horizontal-shaft engine, the pump is well above the ground at the same level as the engine, which makes hose connections a snap. Four quick-change nozzle tips are included (0-degree, 25-degree, 40-degree, soap) for tackling any job.

Donated by Corporate Sponsors
157 American Girl Bitty Baby Doll 12 Bids for $30
Born from the ideas of child-development experts, Bitty Baby™ inspires precious first steps into learning, loving play, and imagination. This adorable baby has blonde hair, light skin and blue eyes. She comes dressed in an adorable white floral sleeper and will delight your little one. Also included in a deluxe layette set so that this adorable baby can be lovingly taken care of. Makes a great Christmas gift!

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

158 Day Event at Into the Woods Retreat 12 bids for $25
Into the Woods Retreat can accommodate up to 50 event guests. The main level of the retreat has a large open kitchen/dining area, a half bath for general use, comfortable living room, and large deck overlooking the river. The lower level includes a massage room, a spa area for manicures & pedicures, a snack area, and a large crafting room. This certificate is for a free day event or evening rental at Into the Woods Retreat. Valid for a week day only, any time of the year. Great place to gather for a work retreat, girl’s day or rehearsal dinner. See the website for pictures, www.intothewoodsretreat.com.

Donated by Into the Woods Retreat

159 2 Yeti Cups, Yeti Hat and $50 Gift Card 12 bids for $35
Two 30 oz. YETI Ramblers, a Yeti Hat and $50 gift card to Home and Company is the perfect gift for the YETI lover in your life. The Rambler series of drinkware is the first line of YETIs you can fit in your hand. And yeah, we over-engineered them to be virtually indestructible and keep your drink as cold (or hot) as science allows. With 18/18 stainless steel construction, double-wall vacuum insulation, and No Sweat Design, they’re perfect for any of your outdoor adventures.

Donated by Home And Company

160 Fitbit Surge Fitness Superwatch 12 Bids for $50
Get in shape with this ultimate fitness superwatch. Built with GPS tracking and continuous, wrist-based heart rate monitoring, the Fitbit Surge will keep you on track. Surge displays real-time workout stats like distance, pace, elevation climbed, and heart rate intensity, so you can make the most of your training. When you aren’t working out, it also tracks all day activities including steps, distance, calories burned, floors climbed and active minutes. In addition, it will monitor your sleep automatically.

Donated by Corporate Sponsors
**161  Bumble & Bumble Products**

Pamper yourself with this luxurious shampoo and conditioner from Bumble & Bumble. Moisturize and add some shine to that hair as you cleanse with their gentle shampoo. This is a must-have for those with dry, damaged, chemically treated or over-styled hair. Then detangle, soften and restore luster and spring to your hair with the super rich conditioner. Finish off your style with their classic hairspray.

*Donated by Panopoulos Salons*

**162  Frances Jaye Gift Card**

Frances Jaye is a smart mix of playfully-understated, and edgy but soulful, lending itself to an atmosphere of self expression. Find something to be worn, held or given at this trendy downtown Holland boutique with this $100 gift card. No expiration date.

*Donated by Frances Jaye*

**163  ENO SingleNest Hammock and Suspension System**

Relax in the trees with this SingleNest Hammock! This versatile, durable and compact hammock is ideal for camping, boating, traveling, or just relaxing in your backyard. The attached compression stuff sack compacts the hammock down to a travel-friendly grapefruit-size bag. Includes Aluminum Wiregate Carabiners & nautical grade line with stainless-steel snap links allowing you to quickly & safely secure the SingleNest to trees, poles, boat masts, or even the wall. Also included is the ENO Suspension System. Each strap is 9 foot long, allowing you to wrap it around big trees, attach it to roof racks, boat masts, rocks or whatever is on hand.

*Donated by Corporate Sponsors*

**164  Dog Grooming Gift Certificate and Food**

Next time your pooch needs to be groomed and pampered, use this $40 gift certificate to The Dog House Resort and Spa. Also included is a gift certificate for a 30lb bag of quality dog chow that best meets the needs of your dog. Fido will thank you.

*Donated by Dog House Resort & Spa*

**165  Havana Patio Heater**

You will love chilly nights with this outdoor patio heater by Havana. Turn a knob and push a button and instant heat will radiate. You will appreciate the safety auto-shutoff tilt valve and 46,000 BTU’s. The heater stands approximately 89” and has a diameter of 18”. It comes in a powder-coated bronze finish.

*Donated by Corporate Sponsors*
166  4 Tickets to the Calvin/Hope Basketball Game  12 Bids for $25
Attend the Rivalry Game of the year and cheer for the home team at the
VanNoord Arena! 4 tickets to the Calvin/Hope Men’s Basketball Game
Wednesday, January 25 at 8:00p.m.!
  Donated by Friends of Holland Christian

167  Kate Spade Purse  12 Bids for $30
Quality is what you receive with this gorgeous Kate Spade small Meriwether
purse. It is with Elsie Street Fabric Black and Natural Polka Dot. This
purse will bring a fun punch to your wardrobe!
  Donated by Friends of Holland Christian

168  HC Sports Passes  12 bids for $35
Go Maroons! Show your school spirit and cheer for Holland Christian at
their home sporting events! This item includes 2 adult and 2 student passes.
  Donated by Holland Christian Athletic Department

169  Ski Equipment Package  12 bids for $75
The CRUISE is the optimal boot for the skier looking for a comfortable
product that offers technology and features that will allow them to advance
to the next level. If you want a ski that won’t fight you the whole way down
the mountain you want the Nordica Avenger 75 CA Evo Ski System with
Bindings It comes packaged with Nordicas own N Adv P R Evo bindings so
right away it’s making things easier for you.
  Donated by Reliable Ski Haus and Friends of Holland Christian

170  Drone  12 Bids for $45
Perform quick and easy in-flight adjustments with this drone which features
a FPV with extended range of up to 1km! The high stamina battery allows
for long flights of up to 18 minutes. You’re sure to enjoy many hours of fun
with this high tech equipment!
  Donated by Corporate Sponsors

171  2 $50 Ruth’s Chris Steak House Gift Cards  12 bids for $20
Get the best steakhouse experience in West Michigan at Ruth’s Chris Steak
House. Located right inside the Amway Grand Plaza, their special 500°
sizzling plates and award-winning wine list are the perfect pairing for any
occasion. Whether you’re going out for a romantic dinner, a business meeting,
a private party or just a drink at the bar, this Grand Rapids steakhouse will
deliver superior service and an unforgettable dining experience.
  Donated by Friends of Holland Christian

172  Golf Buddy  12 Bids for $20
Up your golf game with the VS4, a simple distance measuring device. With
one click of a button, you can hear the distance to the front/center/back of
the green. The versatile VS4 can be used to clip on your cap or belt.
  Donated by Corporate Sponsors
173 Custom-Made Twin Quilt

Send your senior off to college with a quilt full of memories. With 20 favorite sweatshirts and t-shirts, Kim Walters will create a custom twin-sized quilt that will be treasured for years to come.

Donated by Kim Walters

174 Bistro Set

Whether it be a cup of coffee and the paper in the morning, or a glass of wine with a friend in the evening, sitting at this bistro set will be sure to add a quaint sitting area to any part of your home. The set includes a small brown table with slate top and two brown chairs.

Donated by VanWieren Hardware

175 4 Vintage T-Shirts from ink & threads

Choose two adult and two children’s t-shirts from the fun designs that ink & threads apparel has to select from. Ink & threads apparel is all about helping people express themselves through the perfect fusion of vintage inspired apparel and modern design.

Donated by ink & threads apparel

176 Apple iPad Air 2

The Apple IPad Air 2 has a 64GB capacity, an 8 MP iSight camera and FaceTime HD Camera. With 10 hours of battery life, you can snap pictures, take video, talk to loved ones, get your e-mail or work anywhere, anytime and choose from literally thousands of apps in the App Store.

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

177 Yeti Hopper 20

The YETI® Hopper™ 20 is an ice-for-days portable cooler. No matter where you haul it — from the campsite to the boat deck — the DryHide™ Shell and nearly indestructible straps will stand up to an abundance of abuse in the field while the HydroLok™ Zipper (a design borrowed from HazMat suits) is completely leak proof, eliminating spills and locking in cold. It can hold 18 cans, a limit of rainbow trout, or 20 pounds of ice. All in all, this is one soft cooler that’s anything but.

Donated by Crown Motors

178 One Week of Summer Camp at Camp Geneva

From 1st graders to incoming college freshmen, who doesn’t love a fun-filled week at Camp Geneva on the shores of Lake Michigan? Geneva has a Christ-centered summer camp program that takes youth out of their normal environment and distractions and puts them with staff who love kids and live out their faith in an active and appealing way. Good for Summer 2017.

Donated by Geneva Camp and Retreat Center
179  Large Black Onyx Fuf Chair  12 Bids for $35
All it takes is one sit to understand exactly why the one-of-a-kind Fuf Collection has brought bean bags out of your grandparent’s dusty basement and into college campuses, bedrooms and living rooms around the world. This large black onyx fuf chair is perfectly filled with Comfort Research’s patented memory foam. The hardest part about sitting down on any Fuf is convincing yourself it’s time to get up.

Donated by Comfort Research

180  Golf at Wuskowhan Players Club  12 Bids for $45
Enjoy a day with two of your friends and a Wuskowhan Member playing this picturesque golf course, set within one of the region’s most pristine and ecologically diverse environments. You and two of your friends will enjoy a round, cart included and an HC dad will round out the foursome. Contact information included to schedule the round between May and October, 2017.

Donated by Friends of Holland Christian

181  6 Gallon Compressor with Accessory Kit  12 Bids for $40
Finish trim applications, baseboard, and molding with the power and speed of this 6 gallon air compressor. You will appreciate the compact, lightweight design that allows for it to move easily. Other features include a 150 PSI max tank pressure and 2.6 SCFM at 90 psi allows for quick compressor recovery time. The air coupler and plug are factory installed on the air hose to save user labor and to prevent leaks.

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

182  4 Maplewood Auto Oil Changes  12 Bids for $20
Keep your vehicle running smoothly and efficiently all year long with these gift certificates for four oil changes to Maplewood Auto. (Expires October 2017.)

Donated by Maplewood Auto

183  Bose Soundlink Mini Speaker  12 Bids for $40
This compact speaker from Bose fits into the palm of your hand! The advanced audio performance delivers a full-range listening experience. The charging cradle keeps the lithium-ion battery charged and ready to go so you can wirelessly connect to your smartphone, tablet, or other bluetooth device.

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

184  Bill’s Greenhouse Gift Certificate  12 Bids for $15
Improve your house’s curb appeal with this $50 gift card from Bill’s Greenhouse. Pick from a large selection of beautiful perennials and annuals still available this fall, or save it for your 2017 garden!

Donated by Bill’s Greenhouse
185  Bose Soundlink Wireless Headphones  
12 Bids for $25
Listen to your favorite tunes with the crisp powerful sound from the best sounding wireless headphone in its class. The advanced microphone system allows you to hear phone calls clearly in windy or noisy environments. You’re good to go for the day with up to 15 hours of playtime with the rechargeable lithium-ion battery. Easy to use with state of the art interface, including voice prompts.

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

186  Fustini’s Cooking Class for 2  
12 Bids for $25
You and a friend will be sure to enjoy this 2-hour interactive cooking class. Our Interactive Classes put you into the kitchen with the chef making four to six recipes over the 2 to 2 1/2-hour class. Put on an apron and cook right along with the chef. Then enjoy the fruits of your labor and have plenty to take home! Also includes one bottle each of their wonderful extra virgin olive oil and balsamic vinegar to bring home.

Donated by Fustini’s Oils & Vinegars

187  Teeth Cleaning System  
12 Bids for $10
Brighten your smile with these custom made trays with bleach from Drs. Cameron and Daniel George. Dr. George Orthodontics has helped the people and families of Holland attain beautiful, healthy smiles since 1974!

Donated by George Orthodontics

188  Honeywell Wi-Fi Touchscreen Thermostat  
12 Bids for $25
This Honeywell Wi-Fi Touchscreen Thermostat will make your life a bit easier with control from anywhere with an IOS or Android device. The screen color can be customized to match your decor! With a simple setup and smart programmable features you will be able to keep your home at the perfect temperature. Remote access will make it possible to have your home warm and toasty in the winter or cool and comfortable in the summer even before you get home!

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

189  Wave Youth Kayak & Paddle  
12 Bids for $20
Your son or daughter will have hours of fun with this Wave Youth Kayak and paddle. This bright blue kayak is 6 feet long and features a swim-up deck, carry handle and multiple foot-rest positions.

Donated by Corporate Donors

190  Set of 3 Ultimate Facials  
12 Bids for $35
Relax and enjoy this advanced skin-repairing facial customized to your specific needs and skin type. After deep cleansing, steaming, and exfoliation, your unique protocol may include Derma-Laser, vacuum pore cleansing, extractions, high-frequency electrotherapy, facial brushing stone, diamond peel microdermabrasion, LED photo rejuvenation, micro-current, oxygen magnetic therapy, or ultrasound. Peels, masks, warm herbal compresses, lymph drainage massage, serums, eye & neck cream, and moisturizer included. These 3 facials may be used by one person or give them as 3 separate gifts. New clients only.

Donated by Lakeshore Natural Skin Care
191 Samsung 40” Smart LED TV  
This Samsung TV makes for a great addition to your den or family room. You’ll be able to watch your favorite shows whether it be through a cable service or via wi fi on Netflix with this smart TV with wi fi built right in! It includes 3 HDMI inputs, as well as 2 USB inputs to accommodate all your gaming and TV watching needs.

*Donated by Corporate Sponsors*

192 3 Month Unlimited Works Plan Car Washes  
Keep your car sparkling clean every day. Quality Car Wash makes it easy with 3 months of unlimited “works” car washes. Each wash includes rainbow coat, 3-step wheel cleaner, UV body protectant, under body flush, tire gloss, gold tone hardware, hot wax shine, and Turtle fire & ice.

*Donated by Quality Car Wash*

193 Swagtron Electric Scooter  
Have fun scooting around town with this self-balancing scooter. This scooter provides a max Speed 8+ mph and a range of 12+ miles powered by a 300-watt dual electric scooter motor. The scooter features LED headlights, Battery indicators, Rubber bumpers, and light-weight shell.

*Donated by Corporate Sponsors*

194 $250 J. Hillburn Gift Card  
Use this gift certificate from J. Hilburn to choose from their great selection of suits, shirts or trousers all crafted of fabrics from the finest mills in the world. Luxury starts with premium materials, so they insist on using only the best. They believe truly custom menswear starts with a personal fitting.

*Donated by Tina Kanis*

195 Black & Decker Hedge Trimmer  
Get those hedges looking fabulous with this hedge trimmer. The 22-inch dual-action blades cut branches up to 3/4-inch thick with 40 percent less vibration. Powered by 20-volt MAX lithium-ion battery, with longer lifespan and charge retention than NiCad batteries this trimmer can trim up to 3000 square feet of hedges per charge.

*Donated by Corporate Sponsors*

196 jb and me Gift Certificate  
Enjoy shopping at one of Holland’s trendiest stores with this $200 gift certificate. To ensure your outfit is accessorized and fitting perfectly, jb and me will provide a personal shopping experience for you. (Expires one year from date of issue.)

*Donated by jb and me*
197  Pole Saw  12 Bids for $25
Forget the ladder and power through all your cutting needs. This pole saw drives a saw with a 10-inch bar and chain, and cuts branches up to 15 feet high. Other features include adjustable telescoping and converts to a hand held chainsaw.

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

198  Zeeland Vision Gift Certificate  12 bids for $65
Regardless of age or health, vision screenings are an important part of your overall health. Zeeland Vision will happily help any member of your family to ensure ocular health. This $500 gift certificate can be used for exams, contacts, glasses, and more. Rely on the experts at Zeeland Vision to meet all your vision needs. (Expires October 2017)

Donated by Zeeland Vision Care

199  Mackenzie Childs Platter  12 Bids for $15
Beautiful black and white courtly check platter! Great for display or use as a service piece!

Donated by Friends of Holland Christian

200  Jump Starter with Compressor  12 Bids for $20
Whether you’re late for work or stuck in a parking lot, having a dead vehicle battery is no fun. Give yourself or a loved one peace of mind with this convenient, heavy-duty 350 instant/700 peak battery amp jump starter. A reverse connection alarm warns against improper battery connections, so you can’t get it wrong! It contains a USB port and 12v power outlet, as well as a high-power 270-degree pivoting LED light.

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

201  Little Giant Ladder  12 Bids for $35
This one does it all. The versatile Little Giant transforms from an A-line to an extension ladder to over twenty other configurations. This ladder system is heavy-duty yet lightweight and offers an unmatched feeling of stability in any configuration thanks to aircraft-grade aluminum, wide-flared legs, and the highest quality construction. No need to even carry this ladder, it’s equipped with top and glide wheels.

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

202  Private Lessons or 1 Week Summer Pony Camp  12 bids for $25
Perfect for the horse lover in your life. All levels of horse and rider are welcome! Receive 3 equestrian 1/2 hour private lessons or 1 week of half day Summer 2017 Pony Camp. You may bring your own horse or ride a camp horse as you work together to achieve your riding goals. Also includes a $50 Gift Certificate to Millbrook Tack, Michigan’s largest equine store, located in Grand Rapids. (Expires August 5, 2017).

Donated by Erika Petersen and Great Lakes Equestrian Center
203 Slash Remote Control Truck 12 bids for $45
The Slash Raptor gets you ready to go thrashing through some rugged off-road terrain in this fully-assembled, ready-to-race radio control truck. Fast, powerful, and tough, this is a must have for remote control truck fans.

Donated by Cobblestone Hobbies and Corporate Sponsors

204 Apple Watch Sport - Space Grey 12 Bids for $75
Apple calls it “a watch reimagined.” See for yourself with this space gray aluminum Apple watch. Answer calls, monitor your heart rate, and, oh yes, tell time with this lightweight yet durable computer-in-a-watch. Made from a custom high-performance fluoroelastomer, the Sport Band is durable and strong, yet surprisingly soft.

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

205 3 Oil Changes at DeNooyer Chevrolet 12 Bids for $15
Keep your car running in tip top shape with 3 oil changes at DeNooyer. The experts will inspect all fluid levels, check belts and hoses, lube door and hood hinges, lube steering, suspension and driveline and change the oil in your vehicle. Each includes up to 5 quarts of motor oil and a new AC Delco Oil Filter.

Donated by DeNooyer Chevrolet

206 COFFEEBOXX Portable Coffee Maker 12 Bids for $40
Refuel with a good cup of hot coffee anytime you need it. No more horrible gas station coffee, time wasted on coffee runs, or late starts waiting in the drive thru line. Power it up and within 90 seconds, you’ll have a fresh, hot cup of coffee. The ruggedized design was built to handle the bumps and bruises of the jobsite. Compact and portable so you can take it from job to job. It’s dust-resistant to keep out dirt and dust. It can handle a 1 ton load so no worries about packing it with the rest of your gear. Coffee can be made in 3 different Cup Sizes. It has an 85 oz. spill proof water tank, retractable power cord and dedicated hot water only line.

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

207 Captain Sundae Mini Golf and Ice Cream Package 12 Bids for $25
Shoot for that hole in one when you and your family and friends enjoy 8 rounds of mini golf at the new Pirate’s Landing Mini Golf course. Once you have worked up an appetite, use this $30 ice cream voucher to enjoy a yummy sundae or other refreshment at Captain Sundae!

Donated by Captain Sundae
208 Yeti Hopper 20 12 Bids for $50
The YETI® Hopper™ 20 is an ice-for-days portable cooler. No matter where you haul it — from the campsite to the boat deck — the DryHide™ Shell and nearly indestructible straps will stand up to an abundance of abuse in the field, while the HydroLok™ Zipper (a design borrowed from HazMat suits) is completely leak proof, eliminating spills and locking in cold. It can hold 18 cans, a limit of rainbow trout, or 20 pounds of ice. All in all, this is one soft cooler that’s anything but.

Donated by Crown Motors

209 $250 Studio K Gift Certificate 12 bids for $40
Shop your heart away with a $250 gift certificate to one of Downtown Holland’s hottest women’s boutiques. You will discover unique clothing and accessories for work, casual and cocktail needs occasions.

Donated by Bill and Kim Petroelje, Studio K

210 Hitachi Compound Miter Saw 12 bids for $30
The 10” Compound Miter Saw features an all new design. It cuts various types of wood, decorative panels, soft fiberboard, hard board and aluminum sashes. This saw is impressively lightweight and compact. It is ideal for jobsites.

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

211 $200 Gliks Gift Certificate 12 bids for $40
Freshen up your wardrobe with this $200 gift certificate to Glik’s Boutique for Women or Glik’s Men’s Shop, both in Downtown Holland. With stylish and comfortable clothes and accessories, Glik’s will be sure to help you look your best.

Donated by Friends of Holland Christian

212 Philips Sonicare Toothbrush 12 Bids for $30
Improve your smile and dental health with the toothbrush most recommended and used by dental professionals. The patented sonic technology helps give you naturally cleaner teeth and healthier gums.

Donated by Shoreline Family Dental Group

213 Laser Genesis Treatment 12 bids for $25
Founded by Dr. Obagi in 2007, ZO Skin Health, Inc. was created to provide physicians and patients with the world’s most innovative and effective skin health solutions. Pamper yourself with this set of ZO Exfoliating Polish, ZO Hydrating Cleanser and ZO Sunscreen and Primer. Also, the team at Michigan ENT & Allergy will perform a Laser Genesis Treatment of Face and Neck. The Laser Genesis procedure utilizes non-invasive laser technology to safely, discretely and effectively treat fine-line wrinkles, diffuse excessive redness and help manage large pores, uneven skin texture, and scars.

Donated by Holland Skin and Vein Center - A Division of Michigan ENT and Allergy
214  Golf at Diamond Springs and Dinner  
12 bids for $25
Experience the sandy ridges and the oak and pine forests when your foursome enjoys 18 holes of golf at Diamond Springs (carts included). Afterward, enjoy a delicious dinner for four at Hamilton’s Trestle Stop restaurant. (gratuity not included).

  *Donated by Diamond Springs Golf Course, Trestle Stop Restaurant*

215  4 Person Splash Pack  
12 Bids for $10
Have a splashing good time at the Holland Aquatic Center Splash Zone with this 4 pack of tickets! Open swim is a time for kids of all ages to enjoy the Splash Zone which features the water slide, vortex, and kiddie pool, as well as use of the diving boards and inner tubes will. Features can also include the Alpine Challenge, Zip Line, Wiggle Bridge, and AquaTrack (obstacle course).

  *Donated by Friends of Holland Christian*

216  John Deere Toy Combine  
12 Bids for $25
This ain’t for sandbox play! Part of our detailed Prestige line, product features include: Opening hood and cab door, articulation and oscillation; raising 3- point hitch and die-cast outer dual wheels. Perfect for the John Deere collector in your life!

  *Donated by Greenmark Equipment*

217  Public Restaurant Gift Certificate  
12 bids for $20
Take the night off from cooking and enjoy a nice night out with the family or maybe date night when you enjoy this $100 gift certificate to Public Restaurant in Zeeland, Michigan.

  *Donated by Friends of Holland Christian*

218  Kindle Paperwhite E-reader  
12 Bids for $35
Your favorite books at your fingertips with this black, new, higher resolution display - now with twice as many pixels! You’ll be able to read day or night with the built-in adjustable light. Unlike other tablets, you can use this Paperwhite even in bright sunlight. A single battery charge on this Kindle lasts for weeks, not just hours. Enjoy from a huge selection of books at the lowest prices, or hook it up to your library account and reserve from Herrick’s huge e-selection. Lighter than a paperback and the ability to hold thousands of books, this e-reader makes a great gift to the reader in your life!

  *Donated by Corporate Sponsors*

219  Tory Burch Tote  
12 Bids for $35
A perennial favorite, the black Ella tote is made of durable nylon. This everyday style features a roomy interior that accommodates all your essentials, whether you’re running around town or packing for a weekend getaway!

  *Donated by Friend of Holland Christian*
220 Kilwins Caramel Apples  12 bids for $15
Stop in at Kilwins in Downtown Holland and enjoy a gourmet caramel apple each month. Treat yourself to this mouth-watering delight or pick one up and surprise someone. The best caramel apples in town! (Expires October 2017)

Donated by Kilwins of Holland, Sara Boetsma

221 Varsity Maroon For a Game - Girl  12 bids for $10
Your daughter can choose her favorite varsity sport and join the team for a home game or meet. Cross Country, Tennis, Volleyball, Golf, Soccer, Basketball, Swimming, or Track...win this item and your Little Maroon and a friend can join the Lady Maroons on the sidelines for a game. Minimum graduation year 2029 for this experience.

Donated by Holland Christian Athletics

222 Fitbit Alta Fitness Tracker  12 Bids for $30
Wear this slim, stylish device all the time and get the motivation you need to be more active. It tracks steps, distance, calories burned and active minutes. Automatically track how long and how well you sleep, and set a silent, vibrating alarm.

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

223 3 Pilates Sessions  12 Bids for $20
Enjoy 3 Private Pilates Sessions at Holland’s only STOTT PILATES and barre studio where they focus on maintaining the integrity of the spine through strengthening the core and adding movement to the limbs to progressively challenge your core stability and control.

Donated by Friends of Holland Christian

224 Mackenzie Childs Pitcher  12 Bids for $25
Handcrafted pitcher in the black and white courtly check. Perfect for serving or for display!

Donated by Friend of Holland Christian

225 Bose SoundSport Wireless Headphones  12 Bids for $25
Enjoy a high-quality audio experience, consistently balanced at any volume, thanks to Bose active EQ. Wireless convenience, with easy Bluetooth and NFC pairing aided by voice prompts. The exclusive Stay Hear+ tips keep the headphones comfortably in place during workouts and are sweat and weather resistant for reliability while exercising. With up to 6 hours battery life per charge they are sure to be your new favorite accessory!

Donated by Corporate Sponsors
226  Dining Concepts Gift Certificates  12 Bids for $25
Have this versatile gift card on hand for those nights you just need a break from cooking dinner and washing dishes. This $100 gift certificate is good at over 50 restaurants in Southwest Michigan.

  Donated by Friends of Holland Christian

227  Bombshell Blow Dry Bar Gift Set  12 Bids for $20
This gift set includes a $50 gift card to Bombshell Blow Dry Bar, a Moroccanoil Ionic Ceramic Thermal brush and a Moroccanoil Professional Series Titanium Ceramic Hairstyling Iron! Bombshell Blow Dry Bar is Holland’s premier full service salon with a blow dry bar concept. Use your gift card for blow outs, women’s haircuts, men’s haircuts, styles, hair color, waxing, nails, airbrush tanning, makeup applications, and more! The Moroccanoil® Professional Series Titanium Ceramic Hairstyling Iron combines form, function and versatility. Ergonomically designed for ease of use in the salon or at home, this high-performance flat iron allows for a range of silky, frizz-free styles—from sleek and shiny to wavy and curly. The brush’s flat shape is perfect for creating straight, smooth styles. Ceramic protects hair from excess heat and decreases drying time. Ionic bristles repel water for a faster drying. Ionic technology smooths hair cuticles for silky, beautiful hair.

  Donated by Bombshell Blow Dry Bar

228  Ten Yards of Bark Mulch  12 bids for $40
Give the beds in your landscape a crisp, well-manicured look while reducing the number of weeds with this natural shredded hardwood mulch. Certificate is good for delivery of 10- yards of mulch to your home in the spring of 2017. Installation/spreading of mulch is NOT included.

  Donated by Excellawn and Landscape, Inc.

229  $250 Lululemon Gift Card  12 Bids for $40
Men and women alike will be sure to enjoy spending this $250 Gift Certificate at Lululemon! Find the perfect athletic clothing or accessories to fit your athletic lifestyle!

  Donated by Corporate Sponsors

230  Stihl Chain Saw  12 Bids for $40
The Stihl MS 170 is part of a new generation of lightweight Stihl chainsaws. It features a reduced emission technology which saves fuel and cuts exhaust emissions. Its new air filter can extend filter life up to 5 times over previous models. Stihl’s ElastoStart hand bar has a built-in shock absorber to make starting more comfortable.

  Donated by Greenmark Equipment
231  Holland Christian Cinnamon Rolls  
12 Bids for $40
Cinnamon rolls are on the menu - and not just the hot lunch menu. Now you can enjoy 1 dozen cinnamon rolls at home every month (October - May) for the school year, straight from our very own HC kitchen. Your family and friends will love them!

Donated by Holland Christian Schools

232  Cento Anni Cutting Board and Gift Certificate  
12 bids for $15
This cutting board from Cento Anni’s Professional Series is the absolute top of the line! These gorgeous boards measure a whopping 9” x 12” and are 2” thick. The Toscana boards are crafted from beautiful 100% black walnut hardwood & include 4 rubber feet. This board was handcrafted here in Holland, and has the HC logo we all know and love engraved on it. Also included is a $15 gift card to the Cento Anni storefront downtown Holland.

Donated by Cento Anni

233  Golf Lessons at Wuskowhan Players Club  
12 Bids for $35
Fix that slice, shave a few strokes off your game, or learn the perfect sand shot with 3 private lessons with Kirk Scheerhorn, golf professional at Wuskowhan Players Club. Kirk is happy to work with you to improve whatever aspect of your game you think needs tweaking. Please call ahead to schedule lessons between March and May of 2017.

Donated by Kirk Scheerhorn of Wuskowhan Players Club

234  Circle with Disney  
12 Bids for $15
Managing your family’s connected devices is pretty much impossible, but not any more with Circle. A cinch to set up, Circle pairs with your home Wi-Fi and let’s you manage every device that joins your network, without you needing to put software on them. Set time limits, filter content, discover insights and pause the internet for everyone or just a single member of your family.

Donated by Corporate Sponsors

235  Sunset Airplane Ride Over Lake Mac & Big Red  
12 Bids for $40
Enjoy a 1 hour plane ride viewing the sights of Holland from above for 2. See Lake Macatawa, Big Red and the Lake Michigan shoreline just before sunset in the spring or summer.

Donated by Drs. John & Brenda Schloff

236  Michael Kors Satchel  
12 bids for $35
Lush pebbled leather creates a high-style look on a belt-trimmed satchel shaped with a retro bowling silhouette. Dressed up or down, this classy carryall makes a stylish statement.

Donated by Friends of Holland Christian
Keep your car sparkling clean every day. Quality Car Wash makes it easy with 3 months of unlimited “works” car washes. Each wash includes rainbow coat, 3-step wheel cleaner, UV body protectant, under body flush, tire gloss, hot wax shine, and Turtle fire & ice.

**Donated by Quality Car Wash**

Meet Lea, the 2016 American Girl of the Year™! She dives into new adventures and explores what’s in her heart. The 18” Lea doll has warm hazel eyes that open and close, and long, light-brown wavy hair with sun-kissed highlights. She has a huggable cloth body, and her movable head and limbs are made of smooth vinyl. She comes with the Lea Dives In paperback book, plus her Brazilian festival outfit and accessories.

**Donated by Mary and Jack Westrate**

Camp Roger’s Mission is to encounter and celebrate God’s love for His children through relationships and experiences in His creation. Your son or daughter will be sure to have the time of his/her life when you use this certificate for a 4 day session at Camp Roger for summer 2017. Includes a goody bag from Camp Roger. Visit the Camp Roger website in the beginning of 2017 to pick your session and sign your child up!

**Donated by Corporate Donors**

The YETI® Tundra® 45 combines versatility with durability. This cooler is infused with legendary YETI toughness — a durable rotomolded construction and up to three inches of PermaFrost™ Insulation. It’s UV-resistant and almost indestructible. The durable, marine-grade polyester rope handles with textured grips let you easily haul your Tundra 45 to the campsite and out on quick hunting excursions. It’s also great for a day on the lake, due to its molded-in tie-down slots and non-slip feet.

**Donated by Crown Motors**

Help your family stay safe by being able to see and speak with visitors using your smartphone or tablet, whether you’re upstairs or across town. This doorbell has alerts and live video triggered by motion detection or ringing the doorbell. Built-in night vision add to the security this doorbell provides. WiFi Compatibility Requirements: Wi-Fi internet connection (802.11 b/g/n 2.4Ghz).

**Donated by Jeff Kammeraad**
242 4 Cupcakes a Month for 6 Months  12 Bids for $25
Indulge your sweet tooth with specialty cupcakes and cakes from Holland Cakery ‘n Sweets. Pick out 4 delicious cupcakes every month for 6 months. What a fun way to surprise someone with a sweet treat or bring them home for your family to enjoy!
   Donated by Holland Cakery ‘n’ Sweets

243 Blu Veranda Gift Certificate  12 Bids for $25
Have fun shopping with this $100 gift certificate to Blu Veranda, fashions for the third coast. Blu Veranda offers an array of swimwear, unique, casual clothing, and accessories.
   Donated by Blu Veranda

244 ENO DoubleNest Hammock, Suspension System & Bug Net  12 Bids for $40
Relax in the trees with this ENO DoubleNest Hammock! This versatile, durable and compact hammock is ideal for camping, boater’s beach, traveling, or just relaxing in your backyard. The attached compression stuff sack compacts the hammock down to a travel-friendly grapefruit-size bag. Includes Aluminum Wiregate Carabiners and nautical grade line with stainless-steel snap links allowing you to quickly and safely secure the DoubleNest to trees, poles, boat masts, or even the wall. Also included is the ENO Suspension System. Each strap is 9 foot long, allowing you to wrap it around big trees, attach it to roof racks, boat masts, rocks or whatever is on hand. A Guardian Bug Net is included to keep those nasty pests away while you relax.
   Donated by Corporate Sponsors

245 30 Minute Massage Salon Cheveux  12 Bids for $10
Are you stressed, tight or just need some “me” time? This gift certificate is good for a thirty minute massage at Salon Cheveux!
   Donated by Salon Cheveux

246 Bose SoundTouch Wireless Music System  12 Bids for $65
Enjoy your music anywhere with this compact system. It works with your home Wi-Fi network and Bluetooth devices so you can play almost anything you can imagine. Enjoy one-touch access to music services, internet radio and music library playlists with six personalized presets.
   Donated by Corporate Sponsors
247  **W. by Worth Style Show**  12 bids for $35
Invite ten of your friends and head over to the W by Worth showroom for a fun night with friends, great food, and drinks. Your W by Worth Stylist will provide a fun and highly personalized shopping experience unlike any other. From wardrobe-building to event-specific dressing, Stylists understand the fashion demands of your lifestyle and guide you to a solution you will love, and get to take home with you! It’s a unique, intimate approach to shopping that keeps women in the know looking fabulous.

*Donated by Tina Kanis*

248  **Engedi Salon Mani/Pedi and Aveda Products**  12 Bids for $35
Treat yourself to the relaxing, rejuvenating environment of Engedi Salon in Downtown Holland. This package includes a certificate to be used for an Elemental Nature Manicure and Pedicure. Along with the certificate you’ll receive a basket of some of the best selling items in the Aveda Product Line.

*Donated by Engedi Salon*

249  **Tuition Voucher for $250**  12 bids for $45
Tuition Voucher good towards any HC students tuition! GO MAROONS!!

*Donated by Corporate Donors*

250  **Magna-Tiles Clear Colors 100 Piece Set**  12 Bids for $20
Magna Tiles are innovative, magnetic building tiles designed to hold a child’s interest and attention, build critical developmental skills and promote imaginative play and creativity. Magna-Tiles easily connect for hours of open-ended play. Children become familiar with shapes and ideas in geometry through play. You can make flat, colorful mosaics or create awesome 3-D structures. Build anything you can imagine and display your Magna-Tiles Masterpiece!

*Donated by Corporate Sponsors*

251  **American Girl Doll Package**  12 Bids for $35
Any little girl would be thrilled with this American Girl Doll Canopy Bed, bedding, Petal and Plaid PJ’s, and Pomeranian Puppy. What a great Christmas gift for a sweet little girl in your family!

*Donated by Friends of Holland Christian*

252  **Car Detailing**  12 Bids for $30
Your car will sparkle like new with this gift certificate to DeNooyer Chevrolet. The experts at DeNooyer Chevrolet will take special care to fully clean both the interior and exterior of your car.

*Donated by DeNooyer Chevrolet*
253 Vera Bradley Package  
This multi-piece travel package from the much-loved Vera Bradley Handbag Company has it all. In the beautiful Ziggy Zinnia Print fabric, this package includes a Triple Zip Hipster, Hanging Organizer, Large Duffel, Travel Mug, Zip ID Case and a Petite Zip Wallet.

*Donated by Friends of Holland Christian*

254 Golf Outing at the Mines Golf Course  
Invite 3 friends to play 18 holes of rolling bluegrass fairways and undulating bent grass greens at The Mines Golf Course. The course offers playability from four sets of tees, making your round truly exceptional. The site features mature hardwoods, rolling terrain, and sandy soils. This golf outing is for a foursome, includes cart fees, and is valid Monday through Thursday.

*Donated by The Mines Golf Course*

255 Michael Kors Tote Bag  
A tote that will stay in your accessories arsenal for seasons to come, the Jet Set tote is one of the must-haves behind our signature style. Crafted from mirrored metallic leather with our subtle logo pattern, this design fastens with a top-zip closure and has a wealth of pockets, perfect for carrying all your essentials.

*Donated by Friends of Holland Christian*

256 The Sound of Music Broadway Tickets  
The Sound of Music is coming to Grand Rapids, and you won’t want to miss it. With seats located in the Orchestra section at DeVos Hall, you will enjoy this amazing musical up close and personal. Make sure to mark the day of the show, Saturday, February 25, 2017 at 2:00p.m., on your calendar. This package includes 4 tickets to the matinee.

*Donated by Ken and Laurel Beukelman*

257 Cutboard  
Brought to you by Rocott, Cutboards handle the water with the finesse of a slalom ski, but keep the smooth wakeboarding stance. The added control allows you to carve around the buoys in a slalom course, or cut into the glassy waters on a early morning boat run. Boots not included:. Board requires standard open toed wakeboard boot. It can be purchased at MC Sports, Action Water Sports, or anywhere wakeboards are sold.

*Donated by Rocott, Klynt Marcusse*
Live Auction Items

301   Big Joe Waterpad Pool Float
Let the aquatic adventures begin! This giant WaterPad is made with cross-linked EVA Foam. It comes complete with 4 built in grommets for easy anchoring and velcro straps for easy transporting and storage! It will float up to 5 adults! Sturdy enough to hold your friends and your cooler!

  Donated by Corporate Sponsors

302   Stand Up Paddleboard
This 10’6” Surftech Universal Paddle Board is your passport to paddling bliss. The Surftech Universal series features user friendly stability, lightweight for easy carrying, and lower rocker for good flat-water glide. You will appreciate its light weight so it can easily be taken on and off the car and carried to a lake, beach, or river. Includes a Riviera Carbon Fiber Adjustable Paddle.

  Donated by Outpost of Holland and Corporate Sponsors

303   Weekend Condo Rental at Boyne Mountain Resort and Spa - Summer
Unwind, let loose and feel free to treat yourself to the simple indulgences you’ve earned. Enjoy a weekend (Thursday-Sunday) at beautiful Boyne Mountain in the summer. Your accommodations are slope-side including 3 bedrooms, 3 baths, full kitchen and living area. It’s just a short drive or bike ride to Deer Lake, Avalanche Bay indoor water park, and golf. Included in this package is a $250 resort voucher. There are no blackout dates, but make your reservations early as the condo fills up quickly!

  Donated by Friends of Holland Christian

304   Chicago White Sox Tickets
Which Chicago baseball team should you cheer to victory? The answer is Black and White - Chicago White Sox. The opportunity is yours with this package to a home White Sox game at U.S. Cellular Field for the 2017 Season. Eight lower level box seats along the 3rd base line and 2 VIP parking passes for a lot next to the stadium are included. Recipient may pick any home game of the 2017 season. Go watch the Tigers in Chicago or your favorite team!

  Donated by Norm Aardema
305 Front Row Seats at 2017 Graduation
Tuesday, May 23, is Graduation Day for HCHS. Make sure you have the best seat in the house and unobstructed photo ops for pictures with front row seats for HCHS graduation at Central Wesleyan Church. Don’t miss this priceless opportunity to see your child or grandchild receive his or her diploma.

Donated by Holland Christian Schools

306 The Sound of Music Broadway Tickets
The Sound of Music is coming to Grand Rapids, and you won’t want to miss it. With seats located in the Orchestra section, Row A, at DeVos Hall, you will enjoy this amazing musical up close and personal. Make sure put the night of the show, Friday, February 24, 2017 at 8:00 pm on your calendar. This package includes 4 tickets to the show.

Donated by Ken and Laurel Beukelman

307 Detroit Tigers Baseball Tickets
As American as apple pie, baseball games and the boys of summer, create memories that last a lifetime. This package includes four tickets for a home game at Detroit’s Comerica Park during the 2017 season (date based on ticket availability). These premium tickets are located four rows behind the Tigers’ dugout in the “On Deck Circle” in Section 133, Row 11. To alleviate parking headaches, a parking pass is included.

Donated by Tom Gehres

308 Almost Heaven Bluestone Sauna
The Bluestone Sauna from Almost Heaven Saunas is a beautifully designed indoor sauna that will enhance your home. The sauna has an upper bench with ample space to seat up to three people. Alternatively, one person can recline on the upper bench with a second person sitting on the lower bench. The Bluestone Sauna is powered by a 4.5kw Finnish heater, which allows you to sprinkle water over the hot rocks for a burst of invigorating steam. The sauna is constructed from a beautiful blend of Hemlock and Red Cedar, and the floor to ceiling tempered windows give the sauna a touch of elegance. The pleasing design and exceptional performance of the Bluestone Sauna will provide health benefits and enjoyment for years to come!

Donated by Almost Heaven Saunas and Corporate Donors
309  John Deere Tractor
We have a 1938 John Deere Model L #621768 tractor. This is known as a “Unstyled” L because it does not have a hood over the radiator. This tractor was made for only one year and was replaced by the Styled Ls. These tractors were small and simple and were sold to replace horses and mules. They were built at the John Deere Wagon Works Plant in Moline, Illinois. They were built with a Hercules engine built to Deere specifications. This tractor comes with all new tires and the optional belt pulley. The engine has been overhauled and the radiator reconditioned. The paint is new and the tractor was reassembled by an expert restoration crew. The Unstyled Ls are collectible because of their limited production and their handy size. This tractor is the product of a number of people and organizations stepping up and using the abilities and goods to help advance Christian Education. It was a unique opportunity for them. Now it is a unique opportunity for you.

  *Donated by Dykhuis Farms, Fleet Refinishing, Meekhof Tire, Best One Tire Service and GreenMark Equipment*

310  Orlando Magic Package
Ready for some NBA action? This package includes six tickets to your choice from a slate of Orlando Magic games in late January/early February, 2017. These Superstar Seats are in a premium lower bowl position, with access to the pre-game dinner club. With the included $1,000 travel voucher, you could even extend your winter getaway trip to include a stop at Disney World. The ball is in your court!

  *Donated by The DeVos Family*

311  Griffins Hockey Suite
Shield yourself from flying pucks as you cheer on the Grand Rapids Griffins from a suite on the lower bowl of the Van Andel Arena. The suite seats up to 16 people and includes a generous food and beverage allowance of $200. (Expires end of 2016-2017 season.)

  *Donated by Richard Postma and Corporate Sponsors*

312  52 Meals from Request Foods
Busy schedule? Don’t feel like cooking? Well, relax! That’s right, Request Foods will provide an entree for you each week of the year. Select from a variety of entrees every week. What more could you ask for?

  *Donated by Request Foods*
313  **Meijer Garden Concert Tickets**
Spend an unforgettable evening with these 6 tickets to any Meijer Garden Concert in the 2017 season. The highlight of your evening will be a spectacular concert on the beautiful terraced lawn of Meijer Gardens. No need to worry about sold-out concerts; you will be able to select your choice of concerts from the 2017 Frederik Meijer Garden lineup before they sell out. On the evening of the concert, someone will wait in line for you outside the gate, so you and your friends can get a good spot on the lawn!

*Donated by Friends of Holland Christian*

314  **Red Wings Tickets**
This is your last year to watch your favorite hockey team at the Joe Louis Arena! This package includes four tickets for a home game at “The Joe” during the 2017 season (date based on ticket availability). These premium tickets are located in section 209, Row 4, seats 1-4. Also included are exclusive Olympia Club passes for four where you can enjoy a drink before the start of the game.

*Donated by Tom Gehres*

315  **Weekend Condo Rental at Boyne Mountain Resort and Spa - Winter**
Enjoy time in the snow at this slope-side, 3 bedroom/3 bath condo, which sleeps 10-12, along with a full kitchen at beautiful Boyne Mountain. With walking distance from the main lodge, and chair lift right out the back door, you are close to the slopes! Winter activities include: Downhill skiing/ snowboarding (rentals available), Cross country skiing, Tube park, Zipline, Fat tire bike rental, Indoor waterpark, Outdoor heated pool and hot tub, onsite restaurants/bars and a spa! Included is a $250 voucher for ski rental. There are no blockout dates, but make your reservations early as the dates fill up fast! Enjoy this beautiful condo for 3 nights (Thursday-Sunday).

*Donated by Friends of Holland Christian*

316  **Super Bowl Package**
Is the biggest spectacle in American sports on your bucket list? Here’s your chance to go to the Super Bowl! This prize package includes two tickets to Super Bowl LI in Houston, Texas on February 5, 2017. But we want you to make a weekend out of it, so we’re throwing in three nights at the four-star Hotel Galvez and Spa on the beautiful Gulf Coast in Galveston, Texas. Enjoy a full day of sightseeing or relaxing on the beach and then make the short drive to NRG Stadium for the game of a lifetime. With the included $800 travel voucher, you’re sure to have an amazing trip!

*Donated by GTI Study Tours, Friends of Holland Christian and Corporate Sponsors*
All In

Let the message of Christ dwell among you richly as you teach and admonish one another with all wisdom through psalms, hymns, and songs from the Spirit, singing to God with gratitude in your hearts. And whatever you do, whether in word or deed, do it all in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God the Father through him.

Colossians 3:16-17